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Planet Activities / Qualities Effects

Sun
☉

“Where you shine and expressing your spirit or public self”
Activities you are regularly drawn to, Divine Masculine

energizing, invigorating,
charismatic, exciting

Moon
☽

“What you long for, nurture, and manifest in the physical world”
Desires, emotions, subconscious influences, Divine Feminine

calming, deepening,
comforting, enriching

Mercury
☿

“How your mind works and how you communicate”
Writing, speaking, intellectual activity, informative, youthful

informing, speeding up
gathering information

Venus
♀

“What and whom you love and enjoy”
The arts, passion, fun, physical attraction, relationships

enjoying, creating, loving
drawing others in

Mars
♂

“What you fight with and for”
Physical activity, sexuality, athletic ability, exertion, challenges

doing, struggling, acting
working, pushing

Jupiter
♃

“Where you explore, learn, grow, and receive abundance”
Good luck, growth opportunities, seeking out the new

expanding, seeking
fueling exploration

Saturn
♄

“How you plan and build”
Structure, organization, measured development, limitations

restricting, structuring,
requiring a plan, slowing

Uranus
♅

“How you create the change you want”
Big impact unexpected or unplanned events, shake-ups, surprises

shocking, sudden effects
making progress

Neptune
♆

“How the universe speaks to you - if you listen”
Inspiration, spiritual connection, fantasy, denial, uncertainty

listening, connecting
receiving insight

Pluto
♇

“Where you powerfully transform yourself and others”
Irresistable influences, obsession, shadow work, power

transforming, revealing
empowering, supporting

Chiron
⚷

“The wound you heal yourself and use to help others”
Personal pain that matures into wisdom, response when hurt

wounding, recovering
growing from difficulty

Notable Point Indicates a Zodiac Sign and House of: Effects

North Node
☊

Increased activity / learning in this life
(Some believe indicates this life’s
purpose)

You are not initially good at this but are drawn to
it and become skilled over time, can be
uncomfortable at first but is vital to pursue

South Node
☋

Decreased activity / focus in this life
(Some believe describes past lives)

You are initially skilled and comfortable with
this but tend to move away from it as you grow

Part of Fortune
⦻

Good things happening with long-term
focus and effort

Incorporating this in regular activities will yield
positive results and rewards
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Sign Identity Motto and Keywords Ruler Element

Aries
Ram
♈

The
Individualist

“Whatever...I just gotta do me, boo.”
Interested in personal identity and abilities
Thrive doing things their way, speaking/acting first

Mars
♂

Fire

Taurus
Bull
♉

The Lover of the
Physical World

“Any hotel is fine as long as the food is good…Wait,
do they have nice pillows, too?”
Grounded, capable, practical, nature-oriented

Venus
♀

Earth

Gemini
Twins
♊

The
Communicator

“Hey, you wanna hear something interesting?”
Talking out thoughts, social, community-oriented
Thrive by exchanging information and data

Mercury
☿

Air

Cancer
Crab
♋

The Nurturer “So how are you feeling?”
Good with emotions, taking care of self and others
Tender on the inside, may edge away from conflict

Moon
☽

Water

Leo
Lion
♌

The Creative “Express myself, hey, hey, hey, hey!”
Looking for an audience, wants to express and shine
Thrives bringing out what's in the heart, charismatic

Sun
☉

Fire

Virgo
Maiden
♍

The Fixer “Let me get the details, and I’ll help you with this.”
Interested in practical steps to get it done right
Cautious, meticulous, altruistic, perfectionistic

Mercury
☿

Earth

Libra
Scales
♎

The Adjuster “How can we make this more balanced and
attractive? Can we work together on this?”
Pursues justice/harmony/beauty, relationship-focused

Venus
♀

Air

Scorpio
Scorpion
♏

The Investigator “I'm getting to the bottom of this!”
Uncovering deep truths, skeptical, intense, powerful,
secretive, protective, drawn to shadow / taboo topics

Mars ♂
Pluto ♇

Water

Sagittarius
Archer
♐

The Explorer “I'm so excited about learning and growing!”
Expanding boundaries, trusting, looking to leap
Thrives when free and unconstrained, loves newness

Jupiter
♃

Fire

Capricorn
Sea Goat
♑

The Builder “I'm working on my 5, 10, and 20-year plans…”
Organized, critical, constructive, strategic, planning
May think their approach is right for everyone

Saturn
♄

Earth

Aquarius
Water
Bearer ♒

The Change
Agent

“This new [blank] will revolutionize [blank]!”
Interested in social change, progress, technology,
Unique, unusual, idiosyncratic, dynamic, authentic

Saturn
♄
Uranus

Air

Pisces
Fish
♓

The Connector “Last night, I had this dream... wait, were you saying
something? Sorry if I interrupted.”
Thrive by feeling a part of something larger, sensitive
Flowing, gentle, easily hurt, needs recharging time

Jupiter
♃
Neptune

Water
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House Life / Spiritual Areas Keywords Planet Sign

1st Personal identity
Life path
Spiritual direction

“How I become myself in this life”
Physical vigor / experience, choosing your path,
finding yourself, escaping from conditioning

Mars
♂

Aries
♈

2nd The physical world
Natural connection
Spiritual tools

“How I interact with the material world”
Connecting with nature, experiencing the
comforts of life – food, security, materialism

Venus
♀

Taurus
♉

3rd Mental activity
Communication
Spiritual activities

“How I receive, process, broadcast information”
Crafting your message, speaking your truth,
divination, rituals, primary education, siblings

Mercury
☿

Gemini
♊

4th Home / family
Nurturing
Spiritual foundation

“How I am at home with myself and close others”
Childhood, caregivers, chosen / birth family,
connecting with house and ancestral spirits

Moon
☽

Cancer
♋

5th Creativity, children
Self-expression
Spiritual pleasure

“How I express myself, create, and procreate”
Finding your audience, hobbies, interests, joyful
activities, romantic attraction, art / crafts

Sun
☉

Leo
♌

6th Daily activities
Health, work
Spiritual challenge

“How I experience daily physical and work life”
Regular routines, repetitive job activities, potential
health problems, what grounds your day

Mercury
☿

Virgo
♍

7th Relationships
Beginnings
Spiritual partnerships

“How and with whom I built close connections”
1-on-1 partnerships in love, work, or friendship
finding harmony and balance

Venus
♀

Libra
♎

8th Sex, finance, death
Taboo subjects
Shadow work

“How I deal with stuff most people avoid”
Mental obsessions, worries, other people's money,
birth, deep transformations, endings, transitions

Mars♂
Pluto ♇

Scorpio
♏

9th Learning, travel
Expansion, exploring
Spiritual input

“How I learn, explore, and develop faith”
Higher education, legal matters, philosophy,
worship, foreigners/strangers, feeling alien

Jupiter
♃

Sagittarius
♐

10th Social contribution
Career, public face
Spiritual contribution

“How I create my long-term contribution/legacy”
How others see you, what you build in life,
making your mark in society, aspirations / goals

Saturn
♄

Capricorn
♑

11th Social rewards,
Friends, accolades
Spiritual groups

“How other people respond to my contribution”
Groups of friends, how you act in a crowd
building social support, society’s response to you

Saturn
♄
Uranus

Aquarius
♒

12th Inner world
Psychological life
Spiritual gifts

“How I experience what goes on inside myself”
Fears, enemies, interior life, psychic abilities,
intuition, mental health, receiving inner messages

Jupiter
♃
Neptune

Pisces
♓


